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One out of three ladies alive today, and one out of two men, will face a cancers diagnosis,
based on the World Health Corporation. Ty Bollinger will take this personally: in the course of
a decade, he says, "I dropped my entire family members to cancer. I don't believe I had to lose
them. Bollinger hands listeners with essential, occasionally startling information about: The
history and politics of cancer The takeover of medical education by unique interests and for-
profit agendas How some life-saving remedies have already been kept from the public - and
why Treatment options that go well beyond chemotherapy, radiation, and surgery "To us this
is simply not a business, it's a objective," he explains." The book delves into the history of
medication - all the way back again to Hippocrates's credo of "do no harm" - as well as up-to-
the-minute analysis that proves the efficacy of a large number of advanced cancer treatments
being used around the world." The Truth about Malignancy has been written for one simple
reason: to share the knowledge we need to protect ourselves, deal with ourselves, and in
some cases conserve our lives or the lives of these we love. "We're on a mission to save the
world. Bollinger, whose October 2015 documentary miniseries THE REALITY about Cancer: A
WORLDWIDE Quest has received more than five million views to date, explains there are
many methods we are able to access to deal with and stop cancer - we just don't know about
them.
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Best book on this subject This book has been life changing for my children and myself. My
mom, grandmother and several other family members all experienced cancer starting in their
twenties and recurring until they lost their battles. I attempted to end up being preventative by
getting my yearly mammograms (because the age of 18.) If only I got known I was in fact
exposing myself and probably causing more harm. I also had genetic screening done. The
numbers weren't in my own favor (86%).When I first read and paid attention to the Truth about
Cancer, I had completed the first stage of a prophylactic twice mastectomy. I instantly
stopped following the first surgery. It didn't feel correct in the first place, but it was what was
recommended by the doctors in my own community..After phase 1, I traveled to speak with
other doctors and was presented with the book and docu-series THE TRUTH ABOUT
CANCER. I've seen every sort of medical care and several catastrophes .) I finally acquired the
truth behind my decision. Make sure you read this book, watch the documentary, and go to his
site...not money, politics and big pharma.I am grateful for the author's personal quest to
expose, eradicate and educate for a remedy. I am 38 yrs . old and living a life of accurate
health and wellness because of this powerful knowledge. Dread is no much longer lingering in
my mind. I am empowered. Thank you! I highly recommend this alternative "look" at cancer
care I have been an RN for 42 years. It was the best book I've ever browse on the topic (and
I've read a lot to try to understand and prevent cancer. Buy this publication and educate
yourself it was our saving grace. LIFE CHANGING - We AM ALIVE BECAUSE OF TTAC. It is
apparent that mainstream cancer "get rid of" isn't what we need. We are in need of prevention
care. And when we have a diagnosis of cancers and alternative method of care which makes
sense ! Everyone must have a copy of the book within their homes - and something for
relatives and buddies members.! It really is enlightening and empowering ! I have under no
circumstances been a gullible person - That's why my office desk includes a large scribble
stuck through to the wall with what "and the reason is? We used Chris Warks protocol he's on
the truth about cancer to treatment and stop my moms Stage 3 ovarian from reoccurring and
we utilized Dr Burzynski for my cousins mind tumor ( the oncologists gave him six months to
live and we instantly visited Dr Burzynski and within 2 weeks the tumor reduced by 70 %70 %
now it really is 1 year later and he's in remission and steady .hgb Each time I finish a book on
my Kindle app, I cannot frickin make contact with my carousel to read one of the various other
books. Her analysis is documenting what cancers treatments will work. By chance, my cursor
hovered on the word "chemotherapy" and had taken me to a niche site - one that has changed
my life. Thank goodness Sweden are educated and have adopted the Truth. I highly
recommend this information for everybody -- not only people with malignancy. Under
pressure, I entered the oncology center in Durban, South Africa, to be fulfilled with the view of
yellow shuffling corpses feeding their limp bodies with coca cola, chips and suggary
doughnuts from the vending machine at the heart. Brain Tumor. Helping me personally
understand more about my battle with cancer This book was a great help for me to
understand what I went through with my fight against cancer. As I am typing this, our personal
Tim Noakes has simply been discovered guilty by the SA Medical Association of advising a
mom to wean her baby onto a low carbohydrate, fat rich diet. This is why, it's happening within
South Africa as well! The Truth About Malignancy began a journey of truth and understanding
for me personally. My very own family doctor who experienced happily advised me to have
the 31 mammograms and told me that he hoped I had not been going the "snake essential oil
route" when I told him that I had rejected chemo and radiation, involves mind. Although I have
a Masters in Food and Nutrition, I realised as I researched, that I actually knew nothing at all



about the body and the recovery power of nourishment. and it helped me understand more
about how cancer effects us and our family members. It was the info that I came across
through Ty Bollinger and his awesome team, that offered me the truth I wanted. I found
myself an awesome Ayurvedic Doctor who methods integrative medication in Durban (I darn't
name him in the event the FDA take him out aswell). Bravo Todd ! this organization and book
gave us the resources had a need to cure not merely my moms stage 3C ovarian cancer but
also my Cousins Stage 4 oral cancer & Thank you TTAC team. The globe needs you all. A Must
Read for Everyone! Charlene! He not only exposes the money making schemes but he also
provides information regarding testing that is available to the layman and various cures that
are also accessible to the public. Friends and family urged me to "at least go and see the
oncologist". The Truth about Tumor is an excellent beginning in sharing many alternative
doctors and practitioners who . To them, it had been my best way of measuring prevention.
Must read for personal wellness Among my great reads A Masterpiece Five Stars ok must
read! It'll crack your belief system and make you desire to be an activist! A patient with Cancer
could be confused with the various alternative cancer treatment choices shared in his
publication. The book lacks concentrate on preventing and/or treat a potential cancerous
condition. I was hoping to see greater detail in the reserve for important information on
noninvasive, non-radioactive medical diagnostics for malignancy such as for example
thermography, ultrasound, pH testing of your body fluids. She's documented the reversal of
inflammatory ductal cell carcinoma breast cancers and pulmonary adeno-carcinoma cancers
of the lung. Galina Migalko from Los Angeles, California is the World leader in this field. She is
documenting with her noninvasive and non-radioactive medical diagnostic equipment for 98
precent accuracy for cancer and various other outward indications of dis-ease. Recovering
after the op, I was lying in bed googling "real hair wigs" on my i-pad, convinced that that was
the next phase. I know she lectured at Ty Bollinger's Cancer Summit in Dallas, Texas this year.
Dr. Life Changing Ty offers dedicated his existence to educating the worlld and giving hope
where there was none. He helped save my entire life because I wouldnt possess known about
thermograms (vs mammograms), which lead me to a higher risk cancer diagnosis that usually
wouldn't have already been seen until it had been too late. Through early detection I have a
running start to beating a cancer diagnosis! The truth that is supported by data, physicians,
and scientists. Thank you Ty & Ty is an abundance of information and offers exposed many of
the issues with the big cancer sector. The TTAC book and videos saved my mothers life. It's
the best gift one could share with others. That confirmed it for me personally - I turned heel
and ran as fast as I could." next if you ask me. So filled with good info! I recommend this
alternative "appearance" at cancer care. many thanks TTAC! Other books i really suggest are :
Chris beat tumor : Chris Wark Dr Schultz incurables Radical Remission Suzzane Somers - The
Knock out Buy One For A Friend This is a fantastic book!!!! The Truth about Cancer is a great
beginning in sharing many alternative doctors and practitioners who are helping their patients
with Tumor. JEvjygg nhf . Does provide a lot of thoughts to further research Interesting
examine but I came across the advice just a little vague. It does offer you a lot of things to note
down for further research though.. Worth reading! I am permanently thankful for the truth
about cancer network. Purchase one for a friend and purchase others for strangers, that is a
message that everyone NEEDS to hear. Therefore, when I discovered a bump in my own boob
at the age of 64, which was verified by the mammogram (Ygggg) and I was frightened into
surgery in a few days - the slash part. I hate being forced to write an assessment just to get
out of the stupid loop. For two weeks I combed the internet, book stores, on-line journals etc



for info that I possibly could trust, because obviously I could not really trust the doctors. (In
fact, the Food Pyramid that we learnt about in the 70's offers been turned completely on its
head, with the Ketogenic Diet etc). Great insight a home run for me.
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